
This morning during outdoor play Miss Briohny and the children did some gardening at one of the tables. Using a 

shovel and a cardboard cupcake paper the children filled them with soil before they placed in two bean seeds, once they 

had placed the beans in the used the shovel to cover them with soil. This activity encouraged the children to take turns 

and to develop and understanding of the world around them. The children also engaged in some dress up while out-

side as well as playing on the obstacle course.  



To continue with our Mother’s Day craft this morning the children did some coloured pom pom painting on brown paper. 

Pressing the pom poms into the paint they ensured they were covered before stamping them across the paper. Nathaniel 

and Hanson chose to use the pom poms to brush the paint across the paper. The texture of the pom poms creates a 

unique design in the paint as it is pressed into the paper. Miss Taylor also joined the children in their painting. This after-

noon we will start working on our Mother’s Day presents. 



Miss Briohny brought out her collection of ooshies for the children to play with. They happily browsed and squished the variety of ooshie 

characters from popular Disney and Marvel movies. Miss Taylor told them the names of each of the characters and Violet even recog-

nised the character Elsa from the movie “Frozen”. This ooshie activity enabled them to develop their recognition skills and even imaginary 

play. 



During free play today, the children were engaged in numerous activities. Mikayla, Nathaniel and Yoonu sat in the cosey cubby house full 

of pillows. Mikayla and Nathaniel used the play tool equipment and pretended to repair the cubby house, meanwhile Yoonu had a little 

rest while his friends were at work. Miss Taylor brought out the toy cars, airplanes and boats and these new toys sparked an interest in 

the children. Yoonu and Xin Yang observed how magnifying glasses work and noticed it made objects appear bigger. Xin Yang also had 

a go on hopping from one sensory tile to another.  









Stringray 
Staff Name BRIOHNY TAYLOR   

Shift 7.15-3.45 9.00-5.00   

Date 26.03.21 Rest Pause 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 

Day Friday Lunch 
12.00-1.00 1.00-1.30   

CHILD'S NAME Morning tea Lunch Afternoon Tea Rest Time BOTTLE  

HANSON ALL most all 12.10-2.00   

MIKAYLA ALL most most 11.35-1.15 ALL 

NATHANIEL ALL most all 11.35-1.15   

YOONU ALL most all 11.25-12.25   

VIOLET ALL most all rested   

SAMIK SOME most HOME 11.50-12.50   

XIN YAN ALL most all 12.00-1.40 All 

MARWIN AWAY   

              

              

              

UV Rating  Sun protection recommended from 9:10 am to 2:10 pm 
Morning 
Tea   fruit platter and rice thins 

alternate lunch Sandwiches (dairy free and vegitarian) 

Lunch Cottage Pie 
alternate 
af Tea   chocolate chip biscuits and fruit 
Afternoon 
tea   Birthday cake and fruit 


